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Executive Summary 
 

This study analyzes how imported digital transmissions contribute to the growth of Indonesian 

MSMEs1. Its conclusions highlight the value of the WTO e-commerce moratorium to both small 

business and the economy as a whole in Indonesia.  
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2. MSME Employment increases by 0.42 per cent 

3. Number of MSMEs increases by 0.54 per cent 

4. Labor productivity (defined as MSME output (GDP) per employee) increases by 0.95 per 

cent  

5. Employees per MSME (enterprise size measured by employment) increases by 0.13 per 

cent  

6. GDP per MSME (enterprise size based on output) increases by 0.39 percent 

The use of intermediate digital imports w
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Background 

In 1998, the members of the WTO agreed to impose a moratorium against custom duties on 

electronic transmissions and have agreed to its extension at every Ministerial Conference since that 

time.  This continuing commitment to not impose customs duties on electronic transmissions has 

become a bedrock of the growth of the global digital economy and is a major force promoting the 

growth of SMEs including in developing countries.  The moratorium has enabled a global business 

environment which continues to deliver a wealth of new opportunities for all players to leverage 
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grow and thrive.
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Literature Review 

Impact of tariffs on economic growth 

Historical studies on Indonesia might shed some light on how imports have impacted Indonesia. 

Piazolo (1996) studies the impact of imports on economic growth in Indonesia over the years 

1965-
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producing its own acclaimed movies, the country also offers specialized services across the entire 

film-making process to international productions. 

 

In this GVC context, the imposition of import tariffs in digitized sectors could have unintended 

consequences, including in terms of affecting other associated digital services. As online delivery 

of services increases, levying duties on a digital product might necessarily impact other related 

bundled services. This is likely to be more visible in outsourced sectors dominated by SMEs.  

 

A survey-based Indonesia Services Dialogue study (2021-2022)  has shed light on the contribution 

of MSMEs specifically to the Indonesian economy and provided an understanding of the extent 

and level of dependence of MSMEs on digital goods and service suppliers and the positive impact 

of digital use on MSME business outcomes. 

The primary challenges encountered by MSMEs in Indonesia are high operational costs, difficulties 

in driving revenue growth, and high barriers to expansion. To overcome supply chain issues during 

the COVID-19 pandemic, 44 per cent of MSMEs surveyed had joined online marketplace 

platforms or e-commerce channels.
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Business revenue increased for 80 per cent of MSMEs surveyed, operational costs fell for 63 per 

cent and 85 per cent expanded their businesses. In the transportation and communication sectors, 

88 per cent of MSMEs experienced revenue gains and all of them expanded their business. 

Seventy-seven per cent of MSMEs in forestry, agriculture and fisheries experienced cost 

reductions. The overall average monthly reduction in MSME logistics costs alone was 16 per cent, 

translating to an estimated monthly cut of USD413 in average costs per business unit for small 

businesses.   

A big impact was also identified on propensity to export.   Indonesian MSMEs making use of 

digital imports were shown to be 4.6 times more likely to export. 

Narayanan et al. (2023) undertook a study focused on the impact of digital imports on MSMEs in 

India. Data from different sources such as the Indian NSSO sample survey and census of MSMEs 

were used in conjunction with ICIO data. Digital imports were found to have a positive influence 

on many different macroeconomic variables including Gross Value Added, Employment and 

Productivity of MSMEs when analyzed at economy-wide aggregate level. 

Impact of the moratorium on government revenue and other economic variables 

Despite substantial evidence on the value of digital imports to small business in developing 

countries, some have nonetheless continued to advocate for the imposition of tariffs.  Banga (2019) 

argued that developing countries could generate about USD 4.5 billion in additional revenue via 

customs duties on electronic transmissions; estimated to be about 40 times more than developed 

countries could generate via customs duties on electronic transmissions (USD 103 million). Her 

estimates, however, have subsequently been somewhat discredited in the literature. 

Banga also estimated that for developing countries, the revenue foregone from customs duties 

which would otherwise be imposed on physical imports of digitizable products is 30 times more 

than for developed countries. Banga estimated the potential tariff revenue loss associated with 

digitizable products at about USD 108 million for developed countries and USD 3.5 bb oswith 
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¶ The ability to digitize goods translates into substantial reductions in transportation costs, a 

factor that can account for up to 20-30 per cent of the total trade expenditure. Given that such 

costs disproportionately affect developing counties, the introduction of electronic 

transmissions has the potential to level the playing field in this regard. 

¶ Any decline in tariff revenue due to the elimination of tariffs on goods amenable to digitization 

would be counterbalanced by enhancements in consumer well-being, ultimately yielding net 

welfare gains. Indeed, simulations of tariff reductions on digitizable goods indicate a rise of 

USD 940 million in consumer welfare, surpassing revenue loss costs by USD 73 million. 

Though more challenging to model, reductions in transportation costs are also expected to 

contribute to additional welfare gains. 

¶ The utilization of foreign business services, increasingly deliverable through digital means, 

significantly bolsters export competitiveness. Access to such services is particularly vital for 

lower middle and lower-income economies.  

¶ Concrete evidence at the firm level corroborates those digital technologies, like websites or 

digital delivery methods, empower businesses in developing countries, including SMEs, to 

become exporters. This, in turn, opens up novel growth opportunities. Potential duties imposed 

by other countries on electronic transmissions, encompassing content, could potentially impede 

the export capabilities of domestic SMEs. 

The OECD analysis suggests that when WTO members deliberate on extending the moratorium, 

it is crucial that they take into account the broader advantages it offers, rather than focusing solely 

on revenue implications. While the implications of the moratorium for government revenue appear 

relatively minor, discontinuing it would result in more significant setbacks, such as compromised 

consumer welfare and diminished export competitiveness. The m 
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¶ Second, digital delivery generally involves enhanced affordability and accessibility. Notably, the 

expenses associated with transportation constitute a substantial portion, approximately 20-30 

per cent, of merchandise trade costs in countries with less developed infrastructure.  Adoption 

of digital delivery markedly mitigates these expenses, thus promoting consumer welfare. 

¶ Third, the adoption of digital transactions serves as an effective deterrent against corruption. 

The transparency intrinsic to digital transactions renders them preferable from an enforcement 

perspective. Countries can accrue advantages by encouraging a transition toward digital 

platforms, where transactions are readily documented and accounted for. 

¶ There also exists considerable technical ambiguity regarding governments' ability to establish 

equitable regulations for levying custom duties on electronic transmissions. Should the concept 

of imposing duties on "digitizable goods" be pursued, the identification of the source of cross-

border data transfers, destined for transformation into tangible products in the receiving 

country, becomes imperative. This, however, is challenging due to the dynamic nature of data 

flows. During internet transmission, data is segmented into smaller packets, which traverse 

diverse routes and jurisdictions in transmission  to the final destination. The reassembly of these 

packets into a coherent message takes place upon arrival. Designating a solitary country as the 

origin of these distinct data subsets, each traversing various jurisdictions prior to convergence, 
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the RTAs. Over 100 countries at all levels of development have signed at least one NICDET 

provision in their trade agreements. This includes over 50 high-income countries, over 30 upper-

middle-income countries, and more than 10 lower-middle-income countries.  

A key aspect of this work is a review of the customs revenue implications of the moratorium, 

which argues against the fiscal policy case for abandoning the moratorium. The Andrenelli and  

López González analysis reveals that an average additional 0.68 per cent of total customs revenue 

or 0.1 per cent of total government revenue could be collected if the WTO moratorium is 

discontinued. However, this additional revenue could equally well be generated by a VAT or goods 

and services tax (GST).  The macroeconomic effects of not renewing the moratorium include 

greater policy uncertainty, reductions in trade and higher tariffs, which can undermine domestic 

competitiveness and disproportionately impact low-income countries and small firms. 

Data Sources and Methodology 

Aggregate sector-level time series data for Indonesian MSMEs was compiled drawing on available 

data from sources such as ADB and I-O tables coupled with data on imports of digital 

transmissions from OECD.  The ADB SME monitor has MSME data for the years 2010, 2011 

and 2012. Indonesia’s economic census of 2016, though it captures the composition of some 

sectors of the economy, fails to capture all the sectors, hence some assumptions about the sectoral 

composition have been made beyond 2016. The sectors present in the ADB SME monitor are: 1) 

Agriculture, forestry, and fisheries, 2) Manufacturing, 3) Transportation and communication, 4) 

Construction, 5) Wholesale and retail trade, 6) Other services and 7) Others.  

OECD’s ICIO (OECD 2022) data is used to arrive at the digital imports for Indonesia. The 

classifications of IDN_J61 and IDN_J62_63, corresponding to Telecommunications and IT and 

Other information services, are taken as representatives for all digital products. The digital input 

into different sectors of Indonesia can be identified as input rows in the ICIO input output table 

that ends with _J61 or _J62_63 with columns being different sectors in Indonesia. Digital imports 

into Indonesia can be inferred to be any such row from a country other than Indonesia. The 

summation of a column will be the total digital imports into Indonesia. The total imports into 

different sectors are also calculated on similar lines. The exports of Indonesia can be inferred to 

be rows in the ICIO input output table starting with IDN_ with columns of other countries. The 

digital imports by MSMEs in each sector are assumed to be proportional to the digital imports to 
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The macroeconomic models used in this study analyze the following relationships at a sector level 

as classified in the ADB SME monitor. 
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Figure 1: MSME production output, by sector, 2010 to 2021 

 

The contribution to GDP by MSMEs in the agricultural sector has plummeted 
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manufacturing and other services is also accelerating. over . The contribution to growth from 

MSMEs in agriculture has flattened out  

Figure 3: Trends in MSME contribution to GDP, major sectors, 2011-2021 

 

Over the last decade, the number of MSMEs in the services sector has also grown more rapidly 

than is the case in the goods sector., figure 4 shows that by the end of the decade, slightly over  

half  of MSMEs are located in the goods sectors (agriculture and manufacturing) and slightly under 

half are  in services. figure 5 shows  there are still more MSMEs in Indonesia’s agricultural sector 

than in any other individual sector, but wholesale and retail MSMEs now come a very close second. 

Of the remaining  services sectors, “other services” take the top position, followed by transport 

and communications, and construction.  

Figure 4: Number of MSMEs by sector, 2010 to 2021 
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Figure 5
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Figure 6: MSME employment trends, by sector, 2010-2021 

 

As shown in figure 
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Figure 12 compares the trends in digital imports and MSME employment.. In construction, digital 

imports appear to have a role in sustaining MSME employment growth.  This is evident also for 

manufacturing and, perhaps to a lesser extent, 
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Figure 13 plots the trend increase in the number of MSMEs in comparison with digital imports. 

There are some indications, in the most recent period at the outset of the 2020’s, that digital 

imports might be leading continuing growth in MSME numbers in most services sectors and in 

manufacturing. This trend is not obvious in agriculture nor in transportation and communication.  
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Figure 13: Trends in MSME digital Imports and MSME numbers, by sector, 2010-2021 (left 

vertical axis – employment, right vertical axis – digital imports, billion Rp)
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Correlation Matrix: Analysis  

At the whole-of-economy level, MSME digital imports are positively correlated with all the 

variables tested. The positive correlation is strongest for MSME GDP, followed by MSME 

employment, with a smaller positive correlation with the number of MSMEs, indicating some 

consolidation effects of digitalization on MSMEs. Among the derived variables (labor productivity 

and firm size), we obse
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Dig Imports 
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determined by number of MSMEs as well as digital imports. Number of enterprises is found to be 

determined by digital imports while the positive intercept term points to some other variables that 

can have an impact. 

Table 3: Panel regressions determining labor productivity and size variables 

 MSME GDP per 

Employee (labor 
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An
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The moratorium also appears to play a pivotal role in advancing social and equity objectives by 
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